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ABSTRACT

The Replication initiator protein (Rep) of plant-infecting geminiviruses is the 
only viral protein essential for viral DNA replication. Rep hijacks the host DNA 
replication machinery of infected plants by interacting with a plethora of proteins 
and by targeting cellular processes such as the post-translational protein modification 
SUMO. For example, Rep from Tomato yellow leaf curl virus (TYLCV) interacts with 
the E2 SUMO conjugation enzyme (SCE1) in punctate structures in the nucleus when 
transiently expressed in Nicotiana benthamiana, hereafter called nuclear bodies (NBs). 
Here, we define the requirements for condensation of this RepTYLCV-SCE1 complex in 
NBs by characterizing a novel conserved SUMO-interacting motif (SIM) in Rep. We 
demonstrate that Rep is recruited to SCE1-containing NBs via a classical SUMO-SIM 
interaction and that the SUMO protein interacts non-covalently with Rep in these 
NBs. We also show that SCE1 conjugation activity is a prerequisite for aggregation of 
this Rep-SCE1-SUMO ternary complex in NBs. The SIM in Rep is not only required 
for Rep to interact both with SUMO and SCE1 in NBs, but this motif is also essential 
for viral DNA replication activity by Rep. Our data thus imply that condensation 
of the RepTYLCV-SCE1-SUMO protein complex in NBs is mediated by a SUMO-SIM 
interaction and occurs in nuclear foci in a SUMO conjugation dependent manner.
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INTRODUCTION

Geminiviruses form a large family of plant-infecting viruses that cause extensive 
losses worldwide on a wide range of economically important crops (Rojas et al. 
2018). This virus family is characterized by its circular single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) 
genome that is packaged in a geminate viral capsid (Hesketh et al. 2018; Jeske 2009). 
The Geminivirus genome consists of one (monopartite) or two (bipartite) DNA 
molecules that encode 5-7 viral proteins (Hanley-Bowdoin et al. 2013). Geminiviruses 
normally infect terminally differentiated host cells, i.e. cells that have exited the cell 
cycle and no longer express the proteins needed for DNA replication. In order to 
replicate their viral genome, these viruses must, therefore, hijack host processes to 
reprogram the cell cycle allowing re-entry into the S phase (Hanley-Bowdoin et al. 
2013; Zerbini et al. 2017).
The best conserved protein of geminiviruses, both structurally and functionally, is 
the Replication initiator protein (Rep, also known as AL1, AC1 or C1). Rep is the 
only viral protein essential for replication of the viral genome and controls initiation, 
elongation and termination of the viral DNA replication (Rizvi et al. 2015; Ruhel 
and Chakraborty 2018). Studies on different geminiviruses have shown that Rep 
recruits a range of host factors to form ‘viral replisomes’ (Rizvi et al. 2015) among 
which are Replication factor C, RFC (Luque et al. 2002), Proliferating cell nuclear 
antigen, PCNA (Castillo et al. 2003), Replication protein A32, RPA32 (Singh et al. 
2007) and Minichromosome maintenance protein 2, MCM2 (Suyal et al. 2013). In 
order to create an environment favorable for viral replication, Rep also reprograms 
the host cell cycle (i) by binding transcriptional (co-)regulators of the cell cycle like 
the Retinoblastoma-related protein (RBR) (Kong et al. 2000; Xie et al. 1995) and (ii) 
by exploiting cellular mechanisms that are regulated by protein modifications, such 
as ubiquitination or sumoylation (Arroyo-Mateos et al. 2018; Castillo et al. 2004; 
Kushwaha et al. 2017). 
Sumoylation is an essential regulatory process in eukaryotes that consists of covalent 
attachment of a 10-kDa ubiquitin-like polypeptide SUMO (Small ubiquitin-like 
modifier) to target proteins via a cascade of enzymatic reactions (Geiss-Friedlander 
and Melchior 2007; Saracco et al. 2007). First, the SUMO precursor is matured by 
the action of SUMO-specific proteases that cleave the tail of SUMO to expose a 
diglycine motif at its C-terminus. This mature SUMO is then activated by the E1 
SUMO activating heterodimer enzyme (SAE1/2) and transferred to the E2 SUMO 
conjugating enzyme (SCE1). SCE1 then catalyses the covalent attachment of SUMO 
to acceptor lysines embedded in a short consensus motif yKxE (where y indicates 
a bulky hydrophobic residue, K the acceptor lysine, x any residue and E glutamate) 
in target proteins, either independently or in concert with a SUMO E3 ligase 
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(Cappadocia and Lima 2018; Gareau and Lima 2010; Yunus and Lima 2006). 
Besides SUMO attachment, proteins can interact with SUMO in a non-covalent 
manner via SUMO-interacting motifs (SIMs) (Minty et al. 2000; Wang and Dasso 
2009). These SIMs are characterized by a stretch of three aliphatic residues 
interspersed by one residue, [VIL]X[VIL][VIL] and this motif is often directly 
flanked by a number of acidic and/or phosphorylated residues (Hecker et al. 2006; 
Song et al. 2005). The function of this motif includes the recruitment of SUMO-SCE1 
donor complexes as a prelude to substrate sumoylation, targeting of sumoylated 
substrates for ubiquitination and promoting interactions between sumoylated 
proteins and their partners (Hendriks and Vertegaal 2016; Kerscher 2007; Perry 
et al. 2008). Sumoylation has been implicated in the regulation of many nuclear 
functions in eukaryotes (including plants), ranging from transcriptional regulation 
and chromatin remodeling to DNA repair and the control of cell cycle progression 
(Augustine and Vierstra 2018; Flotho and Melchior 2013; Miura et al. 2007). 
Evidence has mounted that many viruses manipulate protein sumoylation in 
their hosts to suppress anti-viral responses, while promoting viral replication and 
pathogenesis (Cheng et al. 2017; De La Cruz-Herrera et al. 2018; Wilson 2017). In 
the case of geminiviruses, overexpression of Rep in Nicotiana benthamiana had no 
impact on the global sumoylation pattern in planta, but rather it suppressed SUMO 
conjugation of what seems to be a specific small subset of host proteins of which 
only PCNA has been identified to date (Castillo et al. 2003; Sánchez-Durán et al. 
2011) (Chapter 2). Studies in yeast showed that reduced levels of PCNA sumoylation 
were linked to enhanced levels of homologous recombination (Papouli et al. 2005; 
Pfander et al. 2005), a key activity needed for geminivirus DNA replication (Lefeuvre 
and Moriones 2015). Moreover, sumoylation of PCNA ensures the release of the 
replication block by error-free template switching pathways during physiological 
DNA replication in metazoan cells (Mohiuddin et al. 2018). Studies on Rep from 
Tomato golden mosaic virus (TGMV) also identified two lysines in RepTGMV that were 
essential for SCE1 binding, viral replication and viral spread inside host plants 
(Sánchez-Durán et al. 2011). However, the homologous Lys residues proved not to be 
essential for SCE1 binding of the Rep protein of Tomato yellow leaf curl virus (TYLCV) 
− another tomato-infecting geminivirus (Chapter 3). Instead, the corresponding 
Lys residues controlled nuclear localization of RepTYLCV, but not for RepTGMV. A key 
question is, therefore, which residues or regions of RepTYLCV are required for SCE1 
binding. Moreover, it still needs to be proven that the interaction between Rep and 
SCE1 is essential for geminivirus replication e.g. by showing that mutations in SCE1 
can block TGMV or TYLCV replication in their host plants. 
Previously, it was established that the Rep-SCE1 complex aggregates in host cells in 
sub-nuclear structures, referred to as nuclear bodies (NBs) (Chapter 3). The protein 
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complex formed by (at least) SCE1, SUMO1, and SIZ1 (a SUMO E3 ligase) also 
aggregates in such NBs, both in N. benthamiana and Arabidopsis thaliana (Mazur et 
al. 2019). Formation of these SUMO NBs strictly depends on SUMO conjugation 
activity, i.e. both a catalytically-dead variant of SCE1 (C94S) and conjugation-
deficient isoform of SUMO (with the C-terminal diGly motif deleted; ΔGG) fail to 
aggregate in NBs (Mazur et al. 2019). In order to expose in molecular detail how 
geminiviruses manipulate SCE1 function, we here examined (i) how Rep and the 
SUMO conjugation machinery physically interact and (ii) whether SCE1 activity also 
causes aggregation of the Rep-SCE1 protein complex in NBs.
In this study, we have identified residues in Arabidopsis SCE1 via which it interacts 
with the viral protein Rep. Mutations in the N-terminal domain of SCE1 that prevent 
non-covalent SUMO binding in the second binding site of SUMO on SCE1, which 
is distal from the catalytic pocket, also inhibited the interaction with Rep. In line 
with this observation, we found that Rep contains a SUMO-interacting motif (SIM) 
in its C-terminus via which it interacted with Arabidopsis SUMO1. Mutating this 
SIM in RepTYLCV not only suppressed its interaction with SUMO and SCE1, but it 
also prevented Rep-mediated extrachromosomal DNA replication of a viral DNA 
fragment, suggesting that the ternary complex between Rep, SUMO and SCE1 may 
be critical for geminivirus DNA replication. Underlining its importance, the SIM 
motif is strongly conserved in a number of Rep proteins within the Geminiviridae 
family. Finally, we show that single residue mutations in SCE1 that disrupt this non-
covalent interaction between SUMO and SCE1 still yielded a biological active SCE1 
protein capable of complementing a sce1 loss-of-function mutation in Arabidopsis 
(sce1-5), while the same mutations effectively suppressed the Rep-SCE1 interaction 
in yeast and plants. Combined our data argue that we have identified single residue 
mutations in SCE1 that could potentially be introduced into crop plants to obtain 
broad resistance to geminiviruses.

RESULTS 

Viral protein Rep contains a functional SUMO-interacting motif 

Previously, it was reported that the Rep proteins from TGMV and TYLCV interact 
with Nicotiana benthamiana SCE1 and that in the case of RepTGMV the N-terminal half 
is involved in SCE1-binding (Castillo et al. 2004; Sánchez-Durán et al. 2011). However, 
for RepTYLCV the residues that control SCE1-binding remain to be determined 
(Chapter 3). Using the program SUMOsp2.0 (Zhao et al. 2014), we predicted the 
presence of a SUMO-interacting motif (SIM) in the C-terminus of RepTYLCV comprising
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Figure 1. A SIM in Rep is essential for it to interact with SUMO1 and SCE1 
(A) Diagram of Rep with its known functional domains; the red box indicates the SUMO interacting 
motif (SIM). Protein sequence alignment of Rep from different Geminiviruses depicting the region 
corresponding with the residues 200-250aa in RepTYLCV.  ‘Mono’ and ‘Bi’ stand for mono- and bipartite 
begomoviruses, ‘OW/NW” indicates the origin of the viruses (Old/New World) and ‘Curto’ stands 
for curtoviruses. The box highlights the SIM. The SIM is conserved for all Rep proteins analyzed. (B) 
Nuclear localization pattern of different RepTYLCV- SUMO1 BiFC couples. Rep KtoA variants still interact 
with SUMO1 in NBs, while RepSIM fails to form NBs in combination with SUMO1. (C) Box plot depicting 
the number of NBs per nucleus in cells (n=15 cells) expressing the RepTYLCV-SUMO1 pairs as shown in 
(B). In the box plot, “horizontal bars, boxes, whiskers and dots” represent “the median, interquartile 
ranges (IQR), data range from the minimum to the maximum, and each individual value”, respectively; 
in the scatter plot, “the horizontal bar, whiskers and dots” indicate the “median, IQR and each individual 
value”, respectively. A Kruskal-Wallis statistical test was performed followed by a Dunn’s post-hoc test 
for each data set; *** p<0.001 (D) RepSIM mutant does not accumulate in NBs in a BiFC interaction with 
SCE1. Nuclei are outlined by white lines. Scale bars represent 5 mm. (E) Box plot depicting the number of 
NBs per nucleus in cells (n=15) expressing the RepTYLCV-SCE1 pairs shown in (D).
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the residues Ile217-Val218-Ile219. Strikingly, these three residues are strictly 
conserved as aliphatic residues in the Rep protein family of geminiviruses (Figure 
1A). We then tested if SUMO interacts with Rep via this putative SIM by replacing 
these three aliphatic residues with Alanines in RepTYLCV, alone (I217A or V218A) or in 
combination (I217A/V218A/I219A, called RepSIM). The different Rep mutants were 
each expressed as BiFC pair with Arabidopsis SUMO1 in N. benthamiana. Introduction 
of the two single residue mutations did apparently not change its interaction with 
SUMO1, as both single mutants still formed the same number of NBs as the WT 
Rep-SUMO1 BiFC pair (Figure 1B and 1C). In contrast, introduction of the triple 
mutation (RepSIM-SUMO1 BiFC pair) yielded no NBs anymore, instead the BiFC 
signal showed an even distribution over the nucleus (Figure 1B). Importantly, the 
Rep-SUMO pair was still capable of aggregating in NBs when the three Lys residues 
of RepTYLCV needed for nuclear localization and viral DNA replication (Chapter 3) 
were all three replaced by Ala (RepTYLCV K67A/K71A/K101A). Also in combination 
with SCE1, we found that the two single residue mutants of Rep, I217A and V218A, 

Figure 2. The SIM of Rep is required for Rep replication activity in 2IRGFP plants
(A) UV light image revealing GFP accumulation due to 2IRGFP replication by Rep activity, both WT 
and SIM variant. As negative control, a Rep variant impaired in DNA replication activity was used (Rep 
K65/69/99A). Images were taken 4 days post agroinfiltration. Similar results were obtained in three 
additional experiments; in each experiment, every construct was infiltrated in two leaves of two different 
plants (n=4). (B) Immunoblot of the total protein extracts from agro-infiltrated 2IRGFP leaves showing 
the Rep-RFP protein levels (anti-RFP). Membrane was stained with Ponceau S to reveal equal protein 
loading. (C) Real time PCR quantification of the extra chromosomal molecules (ECMs) in total DNA 
extracted from the 2IR-GFP agro-infiltrated leaf areas. 
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still interacted with SCE1 in NBs, while the RepSIM -SCE1 pair is impaired in NB 
formation (Figure 1D and 1E). The accumulation of Rep-SCFPC protein levels of the 
two single residue mutants were similar to WT Rep, whereas the RepSIM –SCFPC 

chimera accumulated to lower levels than WT (Figure S1A). These results suggest 
therefore that SIM in Rep is important for the aggregation of both Rep-SUMO and 
Rep-SCE1 in NBs, although we cannot rule out that the reduced protein levels of 
RepSIM played a role in these observations. 

The SIM of Rep is required for viral DNA replication

We subsequently assessed whether the SIM in Rep is essential for its viral replication 
activity, i.e. if the direct interaction between Rep and SUMO is needed for viral 
replication. To this end, we made use of N. benthamiana plants expressing a TYLCV 
2IRGFP cassette (Chapter 3). Since extrachromosomal replication of this 2IRGFP 
cassette requires expression of the Rep TYLCV-Almeria variant, we introduced the 
same SIM mutations in this Rep variant resulting in Rep I215A, V216A and I215A/
V216A/I217A (a.k.a. RepTYLCV-Alm SIM) (Figure S1B) and fused RFP to the C-terminus 
of these RepTYLCV-Alm variants. These RFP constructs were then transiently expressed 
in 2IRGFP N. benthamiana to assess viral DNA replication activity, localization and 
accumulation of the mutant Reps in planta. All Rep variants accumulated to the 
same level in planta as WT Rep-RFP (Figure 2B) and they all localized exclusively 
in the plant cell nucleus like WT Rep-RFP (Figure S1C). Strikingly, RepSIM-RFP 
fusion protein accumulated even to (slightly) higher protein levels than WT Rep-
RFP, meaning that SIM mutation itself does not per se reduce Rep protein stability 
(compare with Figure S1A). The two single residue mutations in the SIM of Rep 
did not impair 2IRGFP DNA replication and GFP fluorescence accumulation in 
the leaves (Figure 2A and 2C). However, the triple mutation in RepSIM entirely 
suppressed amplification of 2IRGFP extra-chromosomal molecules (ECMs) and GFP 
accumulation. This thus demonstrates that the RepSIM protein is impaired in viral 
replication activity, suggesting that the interaction of Rep with both SUMO and 
SCE1 via its SIM is critical for this activity. 

SCE1 interacts with Rep via its second SUMO-binding site distal from its 
catalytic pocket

To investigate which residues are important for SCE1 to interact with Rep, we tested 
three different functional mutants of Arabidopsis SCE1 for their interaction with 
Rep using the classical GAL4-based Y2H assay and the BiFC assay. These SCE1 
variants can respectively either (i) no longer interact with SUMO via their ‘second 
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Figure 3. The non-covalent SUMO binding pocket of SCE1 is needed for Rep to form a ternary complex 
with SCE1 and SUMO1. 
(A) Schematic representation of the Arabidopsis SCE1 variants used for Y2H and BiFC assay: ‘SUM1’ 
has a triple mutation in the SUMO interacting motif (SIM) of SCE1; ‘CAT’ is mutated in the catalytic site 
+ binding pocket of the YKxE motif; ‘SIZ1’ is modified in the SIZ1-interacting site. (B) Gal4 yeast two-
hybrid interaction between BD-RepTYLCV and AD-SCE1 variants. -LW, control for yeast transformation; 
-LWH, only growth when bait and prey interact. (C) BiFC assay showing that the WT SCE1 recruits Rep 
in nuclear bodies (NBs) while functional SCE1 mutants do not. (D) Yeast split-ubiquitin (Ub) interaction 
between Rep and Arabidopsis SUMO1 variants. (continued on next page)
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Figure 3. Legend (continued)
Rep interacts with SUMO1GG/DGG but not with SUMO1 mutated in its SIM-binding pocket (F32A/
I34A). Positive interactions give yeast growth on +U/FOA and not on –U plates. +U, control for yeast 
transformation. (E) BiFC interaction showing the localization pattern of Rep in complex with different 
SUMO1 variants. Only SUMO1GG recruits Rep into NBs, while SUMO1DGG F32A/I34A does not interact 
with Rep in planta. Micrographs depict a typical N. benthamiana epidermal cell (top) and a 4x zoom 
showing its nucleus (bottom). Dotted lines outline the nuclei. The scale bar represents 5 mm.

SUMO binding site’ distal from the catalytic pocket (R14E/R18E/H21D called 
SCE1SUM1), (ii) have lost their catalytic activity and no longer recognize the YKxE 
motif in target proteins (Y87A/S89A/C94S/D129A referred to as SCE1CAT), or (iii) no 
longer interact with SIZ1 (P70A/P106A, named SCE1SIZ1) (Mazur et al. 2017; Mazur 
et al. 2019) (Figure 3A). In the Y2H assay, SCE1SIZ1 still interacted with Rep, while 
SCE1SUM1 and SCE1CAT showed less affinity for Rep based on compromised yeast 
growth on medium selecting for protein-protein interactions (-LWH) (Figure 3B). 
The same pattern was observed when these SCE1 mutants were tested against a set 
of other Rep proteins from different geminiviruses – i.e. Rep from BGMV (Bean 
golden mosaic virus), PepGMV (Pepper golden mosaic virus), CaLCuV (Cabbage leaf curl 
virus), CtLCV (Cotton leaf curl virus), and SLCCNV (Squash leaf curl China virus) – in 
this Y2H assay (Figure S2A).
As noted before, the RepTYLCV-SCE1 BiFC interaction occurs primarily inside NBs 
with no residual BiFC signal remaining to be present outside the nucleus (Chapter 
3). Importantly, these NBs were absent when Rep was combined with SCE1SUM1 or 
SCE1SIZ1 as BiFC pair. Instead we observed a weak and uniform CFP signal in the 
nucleus without any aggregates in any of the inspected plant cells (Figure 3C). In 
combination with SCE1CAT, the BiFC pair still aggregated into NBs but their number 
was reduced to 1-2 small NBs per nucleus, whereas the combination Rep-WT SCE1 
gave 5-15 NBs per nucleus. We then extended this BiFC experiment to the other 
five Rep proteins. Regardless of the Rep tested, we saw the same trend as seen for 
RepTYLCV (Figure S2B). These findings suggest that (i) Rep apparently interacts with 
SCE1 via the same surface area as the non-covalently bound SUMO and that (ii) 
condensation of this Rep-SCE1 BiFC complex into NBs requires SCE1 enzymatic 
activity, as previously reported for the SUMO conjugation machinery (Mazur et al. 
2019). In contrast, the residues important for the SCE1-SIZ1 interaction gave a mixed 
picture, i.e. they appeared to contribute to the Rep-SCE1 interaction for some of the 
Reps tested, while they also contributed to the capacity to form Rep-SCE1 NBs for 
all the Reps tested.

Rep interacts non-covalently with SUMO 
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The foregoing results could signify that Rep either (i) replaces the second SUMO 
(non-covalently) bound to SCE1 or that (ii) its interaction with SCE1 is, in part, 
stabilized by this second SUMO possibly by acting as a bridge protein between Rep 
and SCE1. As both the fusion proteins ADGAL4-Rep and ADGAL4-SUMO displayed 
auto-activation of the LacZ reporter gene in the Gal4 Y2H system, it was decided to 
shift to the yeast split-ubiquitin assay (Johnsson and Varshavsky 1994) to be able to 
infer the molecular requirements for this Rep-SUMO1 interaction. Also in this split-
ubiquitin assay, RepTYLCV interacted with mature SUMO1 (GG) (Figure 3D), but Rep 
interacted also with the conjugation-deficient variant of SUMO (i.e. deletion of the 
C-terminal diGly motif; DGG). In contrast, a double mutation (F32A/I34A) in the 
SIM-binding pocket of SUMO (Mazur et al. 2019) compromised the interaction 

Figure 4. Rep-SCE1 NBs are dynamic sites with sumoylation activity 
(A) RepTYLCV-SCE1 BiFC NBs readily dissolve upon anacardic acid (AA) treatment. Scale bar represents 10 
μm and the dotted lines demarcate the nucleus. (B) Box plot depicting the number of NBs per nucleus in 
cells expressing the RepTYLCV-SCE1 pair after treatment with anacardic acid (AA) or mock solution (mock). 
(C) Similar to B, except that the scatter plot represents the size of NBs. 30 cells (n=30) were analyzed from 
3 biological replicates. (D) Schematic representation of the possible interactions (right) and the expected 
fluorescence emission of the multicolor BiFC. Micrographs reveal that RepTYLCV, SUMO1 and SCE1, when 
co-expressed as partners of a multicolor BiFC, co-localize and interact in a trimeric complex in nuclear 
bodies. (E) Co-localization of Rep-SUMO1 BiFC couple and RFP-SCE1 in NBs in the plant nucleus. For (D) 
and (E), scatter plot analysis of the pixel intensity of the CFP channel (y-axis) versus the pixel intensity of 
the Venus/RFP channel (x-axis) and regression correlation coefficient (using Pearson’s R) of the encircled 
areas are shown. Scale bars represent 10 mm.
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between Rep and SUMO1DGG, suggesting that Rep interacts via a SUMO-SIM 
interaction with SUMO, likely involving the SIM of Rep (Ile217-Val218-Ile219). In 
the BiFC system (Figure 3E), the F32A/I34A double mutation did not impair 
aggregation of Rep-SUMO1GG in NBs, while the BiFC signal disappeared from the 
NBs when Rep was co-expressed SUMO1DGG as BiFC couple. Instead the BiFC signal 
was now mainly observed in the nucleus and to a lesser extent in the cytoplasm. This 
is in accordance with the hypothesis that NB formation involves SUMO conjugation 
activity (Mazur et al. 2019). Importantly, the BiFC signal disappeared when Rep was 
combined with SUMO1DGG F32A/I34A, confirming previous Y2H data that this 
combination no longer interacts. We thus can conclude that (i) Rep and SUMO1 
interact non-covalently via the SIM binding-pocket of SUMO1 and (ii) the diGly 
motif is critical for Rep-SUMO to aggregate in NBs - either by SUMO being bound 
to the catalytic residue of SCE1 (Cys94) or SUMO being coupled to a third (unknown) 
protein that mediates NB formation. 

SUMO conjugation activity determines the aggregation of the Rep-SCE1-
SUMO ternary complex in NBs

As both a conjugation-deficient variant of SUMO (SUMOΔGG) and catalytic-
dead variant of SCE1 (CAT) failed to recruit Rep into NBs, we hypothesize that 
aggregation of the two protein pairs Rep-SUMO1 and Rep-SCE1 in NBs requires 
SUMO conjugation activity. To confirm this notion, we blocked SUMO conjugation 
activity in planta by adding anacardic acid (AA), which prevents SUMO loading in 
the SUMO E1 activating enzyme (SAE1) (Fukuda et al. 2009; Mazur et al. 2019). 
Infiltration of AA into N. benthamiana leaves that express the Rep-SCE1 BiFC pair 
resulted in near complete disappearance of the pre-formed Rep-SCE1 NBs within 
90 minutes (Figure 4A). The AA treatment reduced both the number and size of 
the NBs present in comparison to the mock-treated samples (Figure 4B and 4C). 
These results are in line with the previous findings that AA treatment dissolved 
the SUMO-SCE1 NBs over the same time course (Mazur et al. 2019) and imply that 
sumoylation activity is required for the assembly of Rep-SCE1 NBs. 
In addition, we examined whether the BiFC pairs Rep-SCE1 and Rep-SUMO 
physically co-localized in the same subnuclear compartments. To this end, we 
performed a multicolor BiFC experiment (Gehl et al. 2009) in which Rep-SCFPC was 
co-expressed with a VenusN-SUMO chimera and SCFPN-SCE1. Importantly, the 
fluorescence signal emitted by the VenusN- SCFPC combination can be distinguished 
from the signal of the SCFPN-SCFPC pair, allowing us to assess if all three proteins 
aggregate in the same NBs. The Rep-SUMO1 YFP signal overlapped strongly with 
Rep-SCE1 CFP signal inside NBs, indicating that indeed these three proteins co-
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localize and might form a ternary complex in these NBs (Figure 4D). In order to 
demonstrate that the observed co-localization of the three proteins in the same NBs 
was not due to a cross-interaction of the split halves of the CFP/Venus proteins, we 
co-expressed the BiFC couple Rep-SCFPC and VenusN-SUMO together with SCE1 
fused with a different fluorophore, i.e. monomeric RFP. Again, the RFP-SCE1 signal 
overlapped completely with the Rep-SUMO BiFC signal in one and the same NBs 
(Figure 4E). Taken together, these results indicate that active SCE1 and mature 
SUMO1 recruit Rep into dynamic NBs where they likely are part of the same protein 
complex. 

Figure 5. Mutations around the SUMO-binding pocket of SCE1 disrupt its interaction with both 
SUMO1 and Rep in yeast, while changing the localization pattern of the protein pair in planta 
(A) Mutations in the region 14-24 of SCE1 disrupt the interaction between SUMO1 and Rep from TYLCV 
and PepGMV in a Y2H assay, i.e. yeast fails to grow on selective media -LWH. (B) BiFC assay showing 
only the nuclear localization pattern of the indicated SCE1 variants in combination with SUMO1 (top 
panel), RepTYLCV (middle) and RepPepGMV (bottom). The same mutations that disrupt the interaction in 
yeast, suppress the recruitment of the SCE1 BiFC protein pairs to NBs. Nuclei are outlined by white lines. 
Scale bars represent 5 mm. 
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Mutations in the second SUMO-binding site of SCE1 also disrupt its 
interaction with Rep

As the residues R14-R18-H21 of SCE1 jointly coordinate the non-covalent binding 
of SUMO on Arabidopsis SCE1, both in yeast and in planta (Bencsath et al. 2002; 
Mazur et al. 2017; Mazur et al. 2019) and K15 is implicated in SUMO chain formation 
(K15E) (Tomanov et al. 2014; Tomanov et al. 2018), we generated a series of single 
residue mutations in this region of AtSCE1. We used the above-mentioned four 
mutations and generated substitutions for K19, G24 and H23, as these residues were 
also implicated in the non-covalent interaction between Ubc9p and Smt3p (the yeast 
homologs of AtSCE1 and AtSUMO1, respectively) (Bencsath et al. 2002). First, we 
tested whether these AtSCE1 variants still interacted with Rep and SUMO1 in the 
Y2H assay (Figure 5A). The SCE1 variants accumulated to comparable protein levels 
as WT SCE1 in yeast, except for SCE1 G24Q that showed reduced protein levels 
(Figure S3A). As expected, none of the SCE1 single residue mutations was able to 
interact with SUMO1 in the Y2H assay. Importantly, these seven mutants also had 
both lost their interaction with RepTYLCV and Rep from Pepper Golden Mosaic Virus 
(PepGMV) (-LWH, Figure 5A). 
We then examined whether these seven variants accumulated normally in N. 
benthamiana epidermal cells when transiently expressed as GFP-fusions. Indeed, all 
seven mutants accumulated at the expected molecular mass as WT SCE1-GFP 
(Figure S3B) indicating no disruptive effect on protein stability. We then examined 
their cellular localization pattern. All seven SCE1 mutants displayed a uniform 
distribution in both the cytoplasm and nucleus (Figure S3C), identical to the WT 
SCE1, indicating that none of the mutations drastically altered the subcellular 
localization of SCE1 in planta. We then tested whether these mutations disrupted the 
interaction with SUMO and Rep in planta. Again, we employed the previously 
successfully used BiFC system. Whereas the WT SCE1-SUMO1 protein pair – as was 
earlier shown - localized exclusively in NBs (Mazur et al. 2019) (Figure 5B), the 
seven SCE1 mutants were all impaired in their capacity to recruit SUMO1 into NBs. 
Instead their BiFC signals were evenly distributed in the nucleus (Figure 5B). A 
similar change in localization of the BiFC protein complex was seen when these 
seven SCE1 variants were expressed in combination with RepTYLCV or RepPepGMV. 
Whereas the WT SCE1-Rep BiFC pair interacted inside NBs, none of the single 
residue mutants effectively recruited these Reps in NBs with a weak CFP fluorescence 
signal uniformly present in the nucleus. Only for the pair Rep-SCE1 K19A, we 
occasionally found 1-2 NBs per nucleus (Figure 5B). Introduction of these single 
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residue mutations had apparently 

Figure 6. SCE1 variants can complement the sce1-5 null mutation in Arabidopsis 
(A) Table showing the complementation of the sce1-5 mutation by SCE1 single point mutants. Total number 
of screened plants (# plants), %WT, %heterozygous and %homozygous plants found in the T1 progeny 
and p-value obtained from a Chi-square test calculated for a 1:2:1 expected ratio of each complemented 
line are shown. (B) Rosette leaves phenotypes of the Arabidopsis sce1-5 lines complemented with WT 
SCE1, SCE1(H23A) and SCE(G24Q). Col-0 and siz1-2 are grown in parallel as control for normal and 
reduced growth, respectively. (C) Immunoblot of the total protein extracts from the plants shown in (B) 
to determine the total SCE1 protein levels (anti-SCE1). The membranes were stained with Coomassie Blue 
Brilliant to confirm equal protein loading for the samples. 

no impact on the corresponding SCE1 protein 
levels, as all the SCFPN-SCE1 chimeras accumulated to approximately the same 
protein levels (Figure S3B). Together, these results suggest that the same region of 
SCE1 that coordinates non-covalent docking of SUMO1 is also important for Rep 
and SCE1 to interact and aggregate in NBs.
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The SCE1 mutants H23A and G24Q are functional in bona fide sumoylation 
in planta 

To infer whether these seven SCE1 mutants are still biochemically active in the 
sumoylation process in vivo, we tested their ability to complement the Arabidopsis 
loss-of-function mutation sce1-5, which is embryo-lethal in homozygous plants 
(Saracco et al. 2007). To this end, Arabidopsis plants heterozygous for the sce1-5 
T-DNA insertion were transformed with a construct that expresses the AtSCE1 
variants from the Arabidopsis Ubiquitin10 promoter (UBQ10P). As a control, we 
introduced constructs that express WT AtSCE1 or mCherry, both also driven by the 
UBQ10 promoter. The T1 transgenic plants were selected using hygromycin and 
genotyped for the zygocity of the sce1-5 mutation. The obtained T1 segregant plants 
homozygous for the sce1-5 null mutation were then screened for complementation 
by survival assays. As expected, the UBQ10P::AtSCE1 WT transgene readily 
complemented the genetic sce1-5 null mutation, whereas no surviving homozygous 
plants were found by complementation with mCherry (negative control). Interestingly, 
for three of the SCE1 mutants (R14E, R18E and H21D) no T1 plants were recovered 
that were homozygous for the sce1-5 allele indicating that the original residues 
may be essential for SCE1 function in planta, whereas the other four tested SCE1 
mutations were capable of complementing the sce1-5 null mutation (Figure 6A). 
Chi-square analysis showed that all the non-complementing lines were statistically 
significant (p<0.05) for a 1:2:1 segregation ratio, indicating that a sufficient number 
of transformed plants had been screened to state that no complementation event 
occurred. Lines complemented with SCE1 WT, K19A and H23A also did not follow 
the 1:2:1 segregation ratio, i.e. less plants homozygous for the sce1-5 than expected 
were found. This may be due to expression level of the transgene and/or location of 
the transgene insertion which does not exactly reflect natural expression of the SCE1 
protein in all cases. Interestingly, SCE1 K15E and G24Q variants complemented 
more efficiently than WT SCE1, since a higher number of plants homozygous for the 
sce1-5 allele were detected.
Two T1 lines (H23A and G24Q) were selected for further analysis. The rosette growth 
of the corresponding T1 and T2 plants was compared to that of wild type Col-0. 
The sce1-5 plants supplemented with WT SCE1 as well as those supplemented with 
the two SCE1 mutant constructs showed a normal rosette size (Figure 6B). Mutants 
defective in the SUMO E3 ligase SIZ1 (siz1-2) were used as control, as reduced SIZ1-
dependent sumoylation causes a dwarf stature of Arabidopsis (Hammoudi et al. 
2018; Lee et al. 2007; van den Burg et al. 2010). In all the complementation lines 
examined, we found that expression of the SCE1 transgene yielded similar SCE1 
protein levels as observed in the non-transgenic WT control plant (Col-0; Figure 6C). 
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These data thus indicate that the two mutations H23A and G24Q in SCE1 yield a 
biological active protein in planta that potentially has lost its capacity to interact with 
Rep and concomitantly potentially suppresses geminivirus replication. It also shows 
that SCE1 expression from the UBQ10 promoter results in normal SCE1 protein 
expression levels.

DISCUSSION

Here we identified a SUMO interacting motif (SIM) in the Rep protein of TYLCV that 
is broadly conserved among the different geminiviruses. This SIM is essential for 
RepTYLCV interaction with both SCE1 and SUMO and also for viral DNA replication. 
Our data argue that this SIM allows Rep to form a ternary complex with SCE1 and 
SUMO1, supporting that Rep acts as a specific inhibitor of SCE1 (Arroyo-Mateos et 
al. 2018) or potentially as a SUMO E3 ligase for an unknown substrate. This latter 
idea comes from the fact that Rep features two unifying elements of SUMO E3 
ligases: (i) it contains a SIM via which it interacts non-covalently with SUMO and 
(ii) it interacts with a SUMO loaded E2 conjugating enzyme (SCE1~SUMO thioester 
complex) suggesting that Rep positions SCE1 for SUMO transfer to a substrate 
(Mascle et al. 2013).
Interestingly, Rep, SCE1 and SUMO aggregate in NBs when transiently (over)
expressed in N. benthamiana. Formation of these Rep-SCE1 NBs were shown to 
require (i) SCE1 catalytic activity, (ii) an intact SIM in Rep, but also (iii) the second 
SUMO binding site of SCE1, which is positioned distal from its catalytic pocket. 
The necessity of SCE1 catalytic activity for Rep NB formation is reminiscent of the 
situation for SCE1-SUMO NBs (Mazur et al. 2019). Combined, we here add that 
SUMO1 acts as a ‘molecular glue’ that bridges the interaction between SCE1 and 
RepTYLCV. Previous studies had identified a region in RepTGMV involved in SCE1 
binding, including two Lys residues of RepTGMV that were critical for this interaction 
(Sánchez-Durán et al. 2011). However, it was already noted that the corresponding 
residues in RepTYLCV apparently were not essential for this isoform to interact 
with SCE1 (Chapter 3), supporting our finding that other residues in RepTYLCV are 
important for this interaction. 
Several research questions remain open after this study. First, as this SIM domain 
partially overlaps with b-strand directly adjacent to the Walker A motif of the 
ATPase domain in Rep (Choudhury et al. 2006; Desbiez et al. 1995), it remains to 
be demonstrated that the RepSIM variant displays normal ATPase activity. Structural 
predictions with the USCF Chimera program (Pettersen et al. 2004) indicated that 
substituting the residues Ile217, Val218A and Ile219A residues for Ala does not alter 
the conformation of the b-sheet. In addition, it needs to demonstrated whether the 
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SIM motif is essential for TYLCV replication and spread in the plant by mutating 
this motif in an infectious clone. As we showed that an intact SIM in SCE1 is a 
prerequisite for SCE1 to interact with a wide range of Reps in yeast and in planta 
(Figure S2), the involvement of SUMO in the Rep-SCE1 interaction is likely a 
common feature shared by different geminiviruses. Further studies are needed to 
confirm this hypothesis and to conclude that this SIM exerts the same function in 
(all) other geminiviruses.
Using anacardic acid, an inhibitor of the SAE1/2 activity, we showed that Rep is 
dynamically recruited to NBs by SUMO conjugation activity. This is corroborated 
by the fact that a catalytic-dead variant of SCE1 and a conjugation-deficient variant 
of SUMO1 both failed to aggregate with Rep in NBs. These Rep-SCE1 bodies 
appear not to be an artefact of the BiFC system since (i) pre-existing NBs rapidly 
dissolved when sumoylation was inhibited with anacardic acid (<90 min) and (ii) 
SCE1-RFP protein was recruited to Rep-SUMO1 NBs independent of the latter 
BiFC interaction. We cannot exclude at this stage that overexpression of SCE1/
SUMO triggers condensation of Rep in NBs, as seen for other polySUMO-polySIM 
interactions (Banani et al. 2016). Nevertheless, SUMO conjugation activity clearly is 
a key factor for NB assembly. This is in line with the notion that SUMO conjugation 
activity promotes condensation of the proteins involved in NBs in planta (Mazur et 
al. 2019) and that also a number of SUMO substrates have been reported to localize 
to nuclear speckles/bodies in plants (Ballesteros et al. 2001; Khan et al. 2014; Kim 
et al. 2016; Mazur et al. 2017). Considering that Rep interferes with sumoylation 
of specific targets, as shown for PCNA (Arroyo-Mateos et al. 2018), we speculate 
that Rep localization in ‘SUMO bodies’ agrees with its postulated viral function of 
modulating specific sumoylation processes in the plant. 
In order to pinpoint specific residues in SCE1 that control its interaction with Rep, we 
generated a series of single residue mutations in SCE1 based on the three-dimensional 
structure of the SUMO-SCE1 protein complex (Bencsath et al. 2002; Mascle et al. 
2013; Mazur et al. 2019). Importantly, single residue mutations in N-terminal region 
of SCE1 disrupted the interaction with SUMO both in yeast and in planta. These 
residues coordinate binding of the second SUMO (with the first SUMO being the 
activated SUMO bound to the catalytic residue C94). These SCE1 mutants also lost 
their interaction with two Rep proteins, suggesting that the different Reps interact 
with SCE1 via the same region as the non-covalently bound second SUMO. Three of 
the seven mutations tested yielded an SCE1 variant that was unable to complement a 
SCE1 null mutation (sce1-5) in Arabidopsis, meaning that these residues are essential 
for generic SCE1 function in planta. Interestingly, these three non-complementing 
SCE1 variants represent single residue mutations in three key residues that jointly 
coordinate the non-covalent binding of SUMO on SCE1 (Bencsath et al. 2002), i.e. 
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R14, R18 and H21. Clearly, disruption of the non-covalent binding of SUMO had a 
strong negative impact on SCE1 function. Remarkably, plants expressing SCE1 H23A 
and SCE1 G24Q adopted a normal sized rosette, indicating that these two mutations 
likely retain (most of) the intrinsic function of SCE1. It remains to be tested if these 
lines display a normal increase in their sumoylation levels in response to heat stress, 
have increased levels of the biotic stress hormone salicylic acid and if these lines 
respond normally to abiotic stresses, such as drought, heat, and salt stress. Finally, 
these complementation lines constitute an important tool to test for possible (broad) 
resistance against geminiviruses. Since Rep-SCE1 interaction is potentially required 
for viral infection (Sánchez-Durán et al. 2011), these biochemically active SCE1 
variants that do not alter SUMO homeostasis in plants, while at the same time they 
can no longer associate with Rep, may potentially result in plants with an enhanced 
resistance, or rather loss of susceptibility, against geminivirus infection. Infection 
assays with e.g. Beet curly top virus (BCTV) and Cabbage leaf curl virus (CbLCV), two 
Arabidopsis infecting viral species (Reyes et al. 2017), should reveal if the interaction 
between Rep and SCE1 is pivotal for geminivirus replication and spread in host 
plants. Alternatively, the indicated mutations in SCE1 could be introduced into other 
plant species enabling testing for increased resistance in these plants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

General methods and cloning

All molecular techniques were performed according to standard methods 
(Sambrook and Russell, 2001). E. coli strain DH5a was used for subcloning. Primers 
and plasmids used in this work are described in the Supplemental Table S1 and 
Table S2, respectively. All the constructs were generated by PCR amplification 
using the Phusion DNA Polymerase (Thermo Fisher). The resulting PCR amplicons 
were introduced in the Gateway vectors pENTR207 or pENTR221 (Thermo Fisher) 
by recombination using BP Clonase II (Thermo Fisher); the subsequent transfer of 
the inserts into destination vectors was done with Gateway LR Clonase II (Thermo 
Fisher). Point mutations were introduced by site-directed mutagenesis with the 
primers listed in Table S1 following the QuikChange protocol. All the inserts were 
checked using DNA sequencing. For in planta protein localization, the constructs 
were cloned into pGWB452 (N-terminal GFP tag), pGWB451 (C-terminal GFP tag) 
or pGWB654 (C-terminal mRFP tag) (Nakamura et al. 2010); for the bimolecular 
fluorescence complementation (BiFC) assay the vectors pDEST-GWSCYCE (tagged 
with the C-terminal half of S(CFP)3A consisting of the residues 156-239, referred 
to as SCFPC) and pDEST-SCYNEGW (N-terminal half of S(CFP)3A consisting of the 
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residues 1–173, SCFPN) were used (Gehl et al. 2009); for the yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) 
assay the inserts were cloned into the Gateway-compatible pGADT7 or pGBKT7 
plasmids (Clontech) (Chien et al. 1991); for the yeast split-ubiquitin interaction assay 
the Gateway-ready plasmids pMET-cUb and pCup-nUb  were used (Deslandes et al. 
2003).  The order of the protein (domain) fusions (e.g. X-REP, REP-X) is indicated in 
the different figures.

Accession numbers

The here used DNA clones of TYLCV isolate Alb13 Rep (FJ956702.1, kindly provided 
by Keygene N.V., Wageningen, the Netherlands); TYLCV-Almeria Rep (AJ489258, 
kindly provided by Eduardo Bejarano); CtLCV, Cotton leaf curl virus Rep (KC412251.1), 
BGMV, Bean golden mosaic virus Rep (JF694454.1); CaLCV, Cabbage leaf curl virus Rep 
(U65529.2), PepGMV, Pepper golden mosaic virus Rep (EF210556), SLCCNV, Squash 
leaf curl China virus Rep (KC222956.1) were synthetized by Eurofins Genomics. The 
cDNA clones for SCE1 (AT3G57870) and SUMO1 (AT4G26840) were previously 
described (Mazur et al. 2017). For the Rep protein alignment, we included the Rep 
protein sequences from TGMV, Tomato golden mosaic virus (NC001507); ACMV African 
cassava mosaic virus (CAD20827.1) and BCTV, Beet curly top virus (AAK59260.1). 

Transient expression of proteins in N. benthamiana using agroinfiltration

All binary constructs were transformed in Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101 
(Koncz and Schell 1986) by electroporation. Single colonies were grown overnight to 
an OD600 of 0.8-1.5 in low salt LB medium (1% w/v Tryptone, 0.5% w/v yeast extract, 
0.25% w/v NaCl, pH 7.0). Bacterial cells were pelleted, washed and resuspended in 
leaf infiltration medium (1× MS [Murashige and Skoog] salts, 10 mM MES pH 5.6, 
2% w/v sucrose, 200 μM acetosyringone).
For protein localization and BiFC studies, four-week-old N. benthamiana plant 
leaves were syringe-infiltrated with A. tumefaciens cells at an OD600 = 1 when a single 
construct was delivered. When two cultures were co-infiltrated for BiFC analysis, 
they were mixed at a ratio 1:1 to a final OD600 = 1. A. tumefaciens strain carrying 
the pBIN61 binary vector to express the P19 silencing suppressor (referred to as 
pBIN61:P19) from the Tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV) (Voinnet et al. 2003) was 
added to every experimental sample at final OD600 = 0.5. Three days post-infiltration 
N. benthamiana leaf material was collected to analyze the protein accumulation of the 
proteins-of-interest.
For the geminiviral replication activity assay, 3-4-weeks-old N. benthamiana plants 
expressing the TYLCV 2IRGFP cassette (Chapter 3) were syringe-infiltrated with A. 
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tumefaciens cells expressing the different constructs at an OD600 = 1. Accumulation of 
the GFP protein was visually inspected in a dark room four days post-agroinfiltration 
using a Blak-Ray B100AP lamp (UVP) with an excitation wavelength of 365 nm. 

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CSLM) and image analysis

A confocal laser scanning microscope, Zeiss LSM510, was used to capture the 
fluorescence signals in the agro-infiltrated leaf samples. The N. benthamiana leaf 
tissue was examined 3 days post-infiltration using a Zeiss c-Apochromat 40X 1.2 
water-immersion Korr objective. Fluorescence was detected with the following 
beam/filter settings: SCFP-excitation at 458 nm (argon laser), primary beam-splitting 
mirrors 458/514, secondary beam splitter 515 nm, bandpass filter BP 470-500 nm; 
GFP-excitation at 488 nm (argon laser), primary beam-splitting mirrors 405/488, 
secondary beam splitter 490 nm, band filter BP 505-550 nm; RFP-excitation at 543 
nm (helium-neon laser), primary beam-splitting mirrors 488/543, secondary beam 
splitter 635 nm, bandpass filter BP 585-615 nm. For all observations, the pinhole 
was set at 1 Airy unit. For every experimental sample, at least two independent 
biological replicates were examined and one representative image is shown. Images 
were analyzed and processed with the ImageJ Fiji 1.0v software (https://fiji.sc) 
(Schindelin et al. 2012). Sumoylation was inhibited three days post-agroinfiltration 
by infiltrating 100 μM anacardic acid dissolved in 1% v/v DMSO in water or 1% 
DMSO alone (mock, negative control). 1.5 h after infiltration of anacardic acid, the 
treated leaf disks were collected and fluorescence was imaged using CSLM. Three 
independent biological replicates were examined; the nuclear body counting and 
quantification analyses were performed on minimum 30 nuclei per treatment.

Yeast two-hybrid assay

The pGADT7 and pGBKT7 constructs with the insert-of-interest were transformed 
into the yeast strain Saccharomyces cerevisiae PJ69-4a (James et al. 1996) using the 
standard lithium acetate/single-stranded carrier DNA/polyethylene glycol 3350 
protocol (de Folter and Immink 2011). Transformed colonies were selected on 
minimal yeast medium (MM) supplemented with an amino acid solution lacking 
L-Leucine and L-Tryptophan (-LW). To select for protein-protein interactions, three 
independent colonies were picked for each yeast transformation and resuspended in 
100 ml sterile double-distilled water; a ten-fold serial dilution series of the resuspended 
colonies was spotted on MM agar plates -LWH (H stands for L-Histidine). The plates 
were then incubated at 30°C for three days prior to scoring. 
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Yeast split-ubiquitin assay

The pMET/pCub plasmids (Deslandes et al. 2003) containing the insert-of-interests 
were transformed into Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain JD53 following the standard 
lithium acetate/single-stranded carrier DNA/polyethylene glycol 3350 protocol 
(de Folter and Immink 2011). Co-transformation and protein-protein interaction 
selections were performed as described (Reichel and Johnsson 2005). Briefly, 
transformed colonies were selected on yeast MM supplemented with an amino acid 
solution lacking L-Histidine and L-Tryptophan (-HW). To select for protein-protein 
interactions, three independent colonies were picked for each transformation and 
resuspended in 100 ml sterile double-distilled water; a ten-fold dilution series of the 
resuspended colonies was spotted on MM agar plates supplemented with 0.1 mM 
CuSO4 and the appropriated amino acids: -MHW (M stands for L-Methionine) control 
plate, -MHWU (U is L-Uracil) and –MHW + 5-FOA 0.5 mg/ml (5-Fluoroorotic acid, 
Sigma) selection plates. Positive protein-protein interactions (PPIs) lead to yeast 
growth on plates containing 5-FOA, while no yeast growth is seen on –U plates; 
absence of PPIs results in no growth on 5-FOA while yeast growth is obtained on 
–U. The plates with the transformed JD53 yeast colonies were incubated at 30°C for 
three days prior to scoring. 

Arabidopsis SCE1/sce1-5 complementation

The CDS of the different SCE1 variants cloned in pDONR207 and the AtUbiquitin10 
promoter cloned in pDONR-P4P1r (kindly provided by Keygene N.V.) were 
recombined together into the binary vector R4pGWB501 for in planta expression using 
Multisite Gateway recombination (Thermo Fisher). The constructs were validated 
by sequencing and then introduced in A. tumefaciens GV3101 by electroporation. 
Arabidopsis plants (ecotype Col-0) that carry a single allele (heterozyogous) of the 
T-DNA insertion mutation sce1-5 (Salk_138741) (Saracco et al. 2007) were identified by 
performing a single PCR reaction with two primers that flank the T-DNA integration 
site of sce1-5 (7609, 7910, Supplemental Table S1) and one primer that anneals to the 
T-DNA insert (3278). This allowed simultaneous detection of the T-DNA insertion 
allele (sce1-5) and the wild type SCE1 allele. For each R4pGWB501 UBQ10pro::SCE1 
construct, ten plants confirmed to be heterozygous for sce1-5 were transformed using 
floral dipping (Clough and Bent 1998). The resulting seeds were selected on plates 
containing 1× Murashige and Skoog (MS) salts supplemented with 1% w/v sucrose, 
0.8% w/v agar and 50 μg/mL Hygromycin to identify T1 transformants. After 2 
days at 4°C in the dark, the plates were transferred to a growth chamber and the next 
they were wrapped in aluminum foil for three additional days. Hygromyin resistant 
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primary transformants showed an elongated hypocotyl at this stage. The plates 
with primary transformation were then placed in normal light until the cotyledons 
turned green and the T1 transgenics were transplanted to sterile boxes with MS salts 
supplemented with 1% w/v sucrose, 0.8% w/v agar. The primary transformants 
were confirmed by PCR genotyping using the abovementioned primers in separate 
reactions to dinstinguish the sce1-5 T-DNA (3278 and 7610) and the wild type SCE1 
allele (7609 and 7610). Up to 50 T1 plants per transformation were screened for 
homozygosity of the sce1-5 allele. Chi-square test was performed to validate the data 
for Mendelian (1:2:1) segregation. All homozygous T1 transformants and in addition 
about 10 heterozygous sce1-5/SCE1 T1 plants were transferred to soil. Presence of 
the UBQ10pro::SCE1 transgene was confirmed by amplifying its sequence from 
genomic DNA using the primers 8479 and 8329 followed by sequencing after gel 
purification of the fragment using the primer 8479. 

Protein extraction and immunoblot

To extract the total protein fraction from leaf tissue, two leaf disks (approximately 
50 mg) of N. benthamiana or Arabidopsis were harvested and snap frozen in liquid 
nitrogen. The frozen material was ground with plastic pestles and Laemmli buffer 
(0.1 M Tris HCl pH 6.8, 20% v/v glycerol, 4% w/v SDS, 100 mM DTT, 0.001% w/v 
Bromophenol blue) was added to each sample (100 ml of buffer per sample). The leaf 
material slurry was then homogenized by vortexing and heated for 10 minutes at 
96°C. After this incubation, the plant extracts were centrifuged at maximum speed 
(14,000 rpm at 4 °C) for 5 minutes and the supernatant was stored or loaded on 
gel. To extract the total protein fraction from yeast cells, the protocol from Yeast 
Protocols Handbook was followed (Clontech). A total of 10 ml of the protein extract 
was separated on 10% SDS-PAGE gels and subsequently transferred onto a PVDF 
membrane. Immuno-detection of the proteins was performed according to standard 
protocols using anti-FLAG antibody for SCFPN-SCE1 fusions, anti-Gal4 AD antibody 
for AD-SCE1 fusions, anti-HA antibody for Rep-SCFPC fusions, anti-GFP antibody 
for SCE1-GFP fusion and for GFP expression in 2IR-GFP transgenic plants, anti-RFP 
antibody to detect the Rep-RFP fusion proteins, anti-SCE1 for SCE1 accumulation 
and anti-SUMO for SUMO conjugates detection. The used antibodies are specified 
in the Supplemental Table S3. The labelled proteins were visualized using a home-
made enhanced chemi-luminescence (ECL) solution (0.1 M Tris HCl pH 8.5, 1.25 mM 
luminol [Sigma A8511] in DMSO, 0.2 mM p-Coumaric acid [Sigma C9008] in DMSO, 
0.01% H2O2) and visualised using MXBE Kodak films (Carestream). Equal loading 
of the protein samples was confirmed by estimating the total amount of Rubisco 
in each sample by staining of the PVDF membranes with Ponceau S or Coomassie 
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Brilliant Blue.

Quantification of extrachromosomical molecules using qPCR 

To quantify the amount of extrachromosomal 2IRGFP molecules (ECMs) in the 
infiltrated 2IRGFP plant leaves, genomic DNA was extracted from approximately 
50 mg of plant material. 250 ng of total DNA was used as template for a real time 
PCR reaction in a QuantStudio3 real-time PCR thermocycler (Thermo Fisher). The 
PCR amplicons were amplified with the Hot FIREPol EvaGreen qPCR kit (Solis 
Biodyne). The fluorescence signal for the amplicons of the ECMs was normalized 
using the signal for a 100 bp amplicon of the 25S rRNA gene as an internal reference 
for each sample (accession no. KP824745.1). The primers used are listed in Table 
S1. The Ct values were corrected for primer efficiencies. All expression data were 
analyzed using the pipeline in the qBASE+ software (Biogazelle). Data visualization 
was performed using the Prism 7.0v (GraphPad) software. 
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Figure S1. The SIM of Rep protein is not essential for its nuclear localization in planta.  
(A) Protein levels of WT RepTYLCV-SCFPC and the SIM variants (anti-HA blot, HA tag resides in between 
Rep and the split fluorophore) in planta. The membrane was stained with Ponceau S staining to confirm 
equal protein loading. (B) Table indicating the corresponding positions of the residues in the SIM of the 
here-studied Reps. (C) Subcellular localization of Rep from TYLCV-Almeria tagged with RFP bearing 
mutations in the SIM in N. benthamiana epidermal cells and an 8x zoom of one nucleus (bottom right 
corner). Scale bars represent 50 mm.
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Figure S2. Rep from different geminiviruses interacts with SCE1 in yeast and in planta.  
(A) Gal4 Y2H interaction assay between BDGAL4-Reps from different geminiviruses and SCE1 variants 
fused to Gal4-AD. Most Reps interacted both with WT and SCE1SIZ1. (B) BiFC assay between Rep from 
different geminiviruses fused to SCFPC and SCE1 variants fused to SCFPN. All Reps formed NBs in 
combination with WT SCE1 and occasionally with SCE1CAT, while no NBs were observed when they were 
co-expressed with SCE1SUM1 and SCE1SIZ1. Nuclei are outlined with dotted lines. Scale bars represent 10 
mm.
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Figure S3. The here studied single-site mutations in SCE1 do not alter its subcellular localization and 
protein levels.  
(A) Western blot showing the protein levels in yeast of the ADGAL4-SCE1- fusions using an anti-ADGAL4 
antibody. As control for equal loading, all the membranes were stained with Ponceau S dye. (B) Individual 
protein levels of the SCE1-GFP fusions (anti-GFP immunoblot) and SCE1-SCFPN fusion proteins (anti-
FLAG, FLAG tag resides in between SCE1 and the split fluorophore) in planta. (C) Subcellular localization 
of GFP-SCE1, both WT and single-residue mutants, in N. benthamiana. SCE1-GFP resides in the cytoplasm 
and nucleus. For each sample, one representative epidermal cell is shown. Scale bars represent 10 mm. 
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Number Name Sequence 5’ to 3’
6517 Rep FW_attB1 GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTGAGAGACTC-

CGATTGACCAAG
6502 Rep Rv_attB2 GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTAGTCTTCGC-

TATGCGGTGTTG
6525 Rep Rv_attB2 STOP GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTACTAGTCTTCG

CTATGCGGTGT
7807 REPattB1 Rv short NO 

stop
AGAAAGCTGGGTCGTCTTCGCTATGCGGTGTT

7368 TYCRepFwGW A AAA GCA GGC T CC ATGCCTCGTTTATTTAAAATATATGC
7370 TYCRepRvGWns A GAA AGC TGG GT C CGCCTTATTGGTTTCTTC
6778 R14E Fw GGTCGTTTAGCTGAAGAGGAAAAATCGTGGAGGAAGAATC
6779 R14E Rv GATTCTTCCTCCACGATTTTTCCTCTTCAGCTAAACGACC 
6780 R18E Fw GAAGAGAGGAAATCGTGGGAGAAGAATCATCCTCATG 
6781 R18E Rv CATGAGGATGATTCTTCTCCCACGATTTCCTCTCTTC 
6782 H21D Fw CGTGGAGGAAGAATGATCCTCATGGTTTTG 
6783 H21D Rv CAAAACCATGAGGATCATTCTTCCTCCACG 
6784 K15E Fw GTTTAGCTGAAGAGAGGGAATCGTGGAGGAAGAATC 
6785 K15E Rv GATTCTTCCTCCACGATTCCCTCTCTTCAGCTAAAC 
6786 G24Q Fw GGAAGAATCATCCTCATCAGTTTGTGGCAAAGCCGG 
6788 G24Q Rv CCGGCTTTGCCACAAACTGATGAGGATGATTCTTCC 
6789 K19A Fw GGAAATCGTGGAGGGCGAATCATCCTCATGG 
6790 K19ARv CCATGAGGATGATTCGCCCTCCACGATTTCC 
6791 H23A Fw GAGGAAGAATCATCCTGCTGGTTTTGTGGCAAAGC 
6792 H23A Rv GCTTTGCCACAAAACCAGCAGGATGATTCTTCCTC 

7694
TY FM REP sim RV TTCTGCTATCACCCTCAGCGGCAGCACTATTAGGTCTCCATG

GCCGCGCAGC

7695
TY FM REP sim FW GCTGCGCGGCCATGGAGACCTAATAGTGCTGCCGCTGAGG

GTGATAGCAGAA
8500 TY Rep I217A FW GAGACCTAATAGTgcTGTCATTGAGGGTG
8501 TY Rep I217A Rv CACCCTCAATGACAgcACTATTAGGTCTC
8502 TY Rep V218A Fw GACCTAATAGTATTGcCATTGAGGGTGATAG
8503 TY Rep V218A Rv CTATCACCCTCAATGgCAATACTATTAGGTC 
7981 Nb25SrRNAFw ATAACCGCATCAGGTCTCCA
7982 Nb25SrRNARv CCGAAGTTACGGATCCATTT
8031 MECs2Fw CTGGGGACCTGCAGGC
8032 MECs2Rv CGCGCGGTGTCATCTATGTTAC
3409 FattB1_SCE1 GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTCAATGGCTAGT-

GGAATCGCTCGTGG
6499 R_attB2_SCE1(stop) GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCTTAGACAA-

GAGCAGGATACTG
7609 Genotsce1-5LP AATCCACCTTCCCAATCAGTC
7910 Genotsce1-5RP TTTTTGGGTATCATCGCGTAG
3278 LBb1.3 ATTTTGCCGATTTCGGAACCACCATC
8479 Ubq10_End_Fw3 TTAGTTTCTAGTTTGTGCGATCG
8329 Gateway Site Reverse AACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTG

Table S1. Sequences of the primers used in this study.
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ID Gene name Backbone Template/source Primers Procedure
pFP1646 TYLCV Alb13 Rep pENTR207 KeyGene N.V.

pFP1658 TYLCV-Almeria Rep pENTR207 E.R. Bejarano

bgIFP4132 SUMO1 pENTR221 (Mazur et al. 2017)

pFP959 SCE1 pENTR-TOPO ABRC (Mazur et al. 2017)
bgIFP4445 SCE1 SUM1 pENTR221 (Mazur et al. 2019)
bgIFP4446 SCE1CAT pENTR221 (Mazur et al. 2019)
bgIFP4447 SCE1SIZ1 pENTR221 (Mazur et al. 2019)
pFP1677 SCE1 R14E pENTR221 SCE1 6778/6779 Quikchange
pFP1678 SCE1 K15E pENTR221 SCE1 6784/6785 Quikchange

pFP1679 SCE1 R18E pENTR221 SCE1 6780/6781 Quikchange
pFP1680 SCE1 K19A pENTR221 SCE1 6789/6790 Quikchange
pFP1681 SCE1 H21D pENTR221 SCE1 6782/6783 Quikchange
pFP1682 SCE1 H23A pENTR221 SCE1 6791/6792 Quikchange
pFP1683 SCE1 G24Q pENTR221 SCE1 6786/6788 Quikchange
pFP1684 Rep I217A pENTR207 TYLCV Alb13 Rep 8500/8501 Quikchange
pFP1685 Rep V218A pENTR207 TYLCV Alb13 Rep 8502/8503 Quikchange
pFP1686 TYLCV Rep Alb13 

SIM
pENTR207 TYLCV Alb13 Rep 7694/7695 Quikchange

pFP1687 Rep I215A pENTR207 TYLCV-Almeria 8500/8501 Quikchange
pFP1688 Rep V216A pENTR207 TYLCV-Almeria 8502/8503 Quikchange
pFP1689 TYLCV-Almeria Rep 

SIM
pENTR207 TYLCV-Almeria 7694/7695 Quikchange

pFP1690 BGMV Rep pENTR207 Eurofins Genomics
pFP1691 PepGMV Rep pENTR207 Eurofins Genomics
pFP1692 CaLCuV Rep pENTR207 Eurofins Genomics
pFP1693 CtLCV Rep pENTR207 Eurofins Genomics
pFP1654 SLCCNV Rep pENTR207 Eurofins Genomics
pFP1415 pDEST-gw-SCYCE pDEST-GWSCYCE (Gehl et al. 2009)
pFP1412 pDEST-SCYNE(R)-gw pDEST-SCYNEGW (Gehl et al. 2009)
pFP937 pGBKT7-DEST pGBKT7 (Chien et al. 1991)
pFP732 pGADT7-DEST pGADT7 (Chien et al. 1991)

pFP1023 pMet-gw-cUb-URA1 pMet (Deslandes et al. 2003)
pFP1022 pCup-nUb-gw-CYC1 pCup (Deslandes et al. 2003)
pFP1267 35S-mRFP-gw pGWB655 (Nakamura et al. 2010)
pFP1266 35S-gw-mRFP pGWB654 (Nakamura et al. 2010)

bgIFP1883 35S-gw-G3GFP-gw pGWB451 (Nakamura et al. 2010)

pFP1194 35S-G3GFP-gw pGWB452 (Nakamura et al. 2010)
bgIFP5557 R4pGWB501 R4pGWB501 (Nakagawa et al. 2007)

Table S2. Plasmids used in this study 
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Chapter 4

Antibody Mono/polyclonal Organism Origin Dilution
aGFP Monoc. Rat Chromotek [3H9] 1:1000
aRFP Monoc. Mouse Chromotek [6G6] 1:1000
aHA Monoc. Rat Roche (3F10) 1:2000

aFLAG Polyc. Rabbit Sigma-Aldrich F7425 1:1000
aGal4AD Monoc Mouse Clontech (630402) 1:5000

aSCE1 Polyc. Rabbit (Saracco et al. 2007) 1:1000
aRat    - Goat Pierce (31470) 1:10.000

aMouse    - Goat Pierce (31430) 1:10.000
aRabbit    - Goat Pierce (31460) 1:5000

Table S3. Antibodies used in this work. 
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